
Robotic needle insertion setup designed for (Fig. 4):

• PID temperature control of SMA wire (for needle deflection)

• Reaction force/torque measurement during tissue insertion

• Conventional needles lack active mechanisms for large and controlled

tip deflection to bypass obstacles and reach the target

• Accuracy and effectiveness of diagnostic and therapeutic needle-

based procedures compromised with a conventional needle (Fig. 1)

• Various active needles designed but only as proof of

A finite element (FE) simulation of an active needle actuated by a nitinol

shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator designed in our previous studies

[1,2] has been performed for application in needle-based procedures like

biopsy, brachytherapy, and tissue ablation. The simulation predicts the

active needle deflection in liver and prostate tissue by applying a

thermomechanical material model for the SMA actuator and needle

tissue interaction forces using commercial FE software.
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Fig. 1: Schematic showing a) different designs of active 
needles, b)conventional passive needle for prostate 

brachytherapy c) active needle reaching all targets with 
less numbers of needles 

• Lagoudas material model used for SMA actuation

• Three quasistatic stationary studies performed to simulate SMA

prestraining, SMA temperature rise, and tissue insertion

• Study 1: SMA wire loading to 250 MPa followed by unloading

• Study 2: SMA wire temperature from 25°C to 100°C

• Study 3: Application of needle tissue interaction forces

• Contact between SMA wire and cannula defined using the penalty

method

• Needle tissue interaction force derived from force sensor reaction

at needle base during tissue insertion (Fig. 3)

• Insertion simulation performed in liver-mimicking (LM) and

prostate-mimicking (PM) phantom gels
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Fig. 4 : Schematics of robotic active needle 
insertion setup
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Figure 5: Simulation results of the active 
needle tip region in the air a) initial 

condition, b) after SMA prestraining c) 
deflection without a cannula, d) deflection 

with the cannula. 

Figure 6: Simulation (left) and experimental 
results-test1(right) of the active needle in 1) liver 

mimicking (LM) and 2) prostate mimicking 
(PM) gels, a) initial condition b) deflection at 50 

mm insertion depth due to SMA actuation, c) 
deflection at 150mm for SMA actuation and 

insertion from 50mm to 150mm

Materials and Methods

• FE simulation help

optimize active needle

design, predict needle

deflection, and play a

crucial role in

designing clinically

applicable scale active

needles

• Active needle (length

180mm, dia 2.57mm) with

SMA wire (length 30.50mm,

dia 0.20mm) actuated active

stylet and compliant collet

modeled in COMSOL

Multiphysics and prototype

fabricated (Fig. 2)

Fig. 3: a) Needle base reactions converted to body force for planar deflection, b) 
tissue-mimicking gel samples for testing elastic modulus, c) body forces applied 

along needle length during Study 3 of active needle deflection simulation

a) b)

c)

Fig. 2 a) Stress-strain graph showing SMA 
prestraining  and actuation, b) tip region of active 

needle model showing SMA attachment after 
prestraining, c) active needle inside polymer 

cannula

• Simulated needle deflection

in air and two different

tissue-mimicking gels

compared with the

experimental deflection

• The active needle deflected 50mm and 39mm at 150mm insertion depth

(3 samples mean) in liver-mimicking (LM) gel and prostate-mimicking

(PM) gel.

• Reasonable simulation errors of 16.42% and 12.62% in needle deflection

in LM gel and PM gel were achieved.
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• Large needle tip deflection in tissue gels show the feasibility of active

needles for needle-based procedures.

• FE simulation with SMA material modeling and needle base reaction

force/moment produced a reasonable error in predicting tip deflection.

• Future work would be performed in coupling electric current and heat

transfer physics with the current solid mechanics FE study.
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